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Grotto proceeds

£12,250 net

Tsunami collection

£1,250

Didn’t we do well!

‘ CELEBRATE ROTARY’
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Presidential prattle
Well here we are with more than half the Rotary year behind us - and what
a lot has happened since the last "Prattle". The Grotto is over and the final
total of £12,250 is one we can be very proud of.
We have had the Xmas party (who will forget the Crystal Chords?) and
experienced another of Sam's "interesting" quizzes, as well as talks by
Gordon (more about the characters he has encountered than a traditional "my
job"), on Romania and on Foundation. Gordon has accepted the challenge
and will be our President on 1st July 2006.
Yet another prompt (the final one!) - please put the date, 11th March, for
President's night into your diary.
The programme ahead looks interesting with the Fun Run on April 23rd a
particular highlight. The event is approved and a key sponsor in place. - we
will need a lot of support on the day, but before then there is a lot of planning
and work to be done. The Run represents the second of our future three per
year fund raisers, with Kelvin planning the Golf Day, which will be held in
August, as the third.
Remember that we are having a new members’ evening on 20th April - a
great chance to bring along a friend or two to see what we are all about.
Maybe only a Prattle or two left in this Rotary year - let's keep up the activity
level and complete the year with a few new members.
President Michael
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Council capers
December
Ways and Means: Progress on the
District: Our ladies have declined, Grotto reported. Organisation of the
once again, to form an Inner Wheel 'Fun Run' in progress.
club.
Community Service: Valley School
Money: General Account, £1339 of and Beechwood Cancer care have
which £556 due for RIBI capitation been advised that unfortunately our
fees. A £500 loan has been made to funds currently do not allow us to
the Charity Account. Charity respond to their recent requests.
Account £269, with an outstanding 'Coping with life': at our meeting on
cheque of £105 for Emergency Boxes 23 February up to 10 members of
and £258 due to Bramhall High Bramhall High will join us – meal
costs to the club.
School.
'Excitement of science': tickets
Club Services: March 23, 2005 will applied for – students may be
requested to pay where they can.
be a Scatter Night.
Morrisons
collection:
names
Social: Centenary meal 16 February submitted.
(partners invited), Chester races 5 Daily Mail charity funding draw:
May, Brass and Beatles 26 June, Valley School holiday project
President's BBQ 3 July, Edinburgh submitted.
Tattoo 6 August.
Stroke Awareness day: Sponsors
being sought.
International
&
Foundation: Ladybridge Club: we have been
Supply of Emergency Boxes giving asked to help source a computer for a
cause for concern – being followed computer skills course. Being
up. Henry looking into a possible investigated.
music evening with potential to raise
up to £1500.
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another date awaiting availability of
the function room.

January

General: The club will offer to help
&
Means:
Insurance
RC Cheadle with the provision of Ways
requirements for the Fun Run are
items for some AquaBoxes.
being investigated.
Money: The Charity account has
effectively £850 after commitments. International & Foundation: The
All subscriptions have now been Tsunami collection in Bramhall raised
£1130. The money will be routed via
received.
District. Henry is progressing a music
Community Service: A bid for a evening to raise additional charity
charity grant from the Daily Mail to funds - no ticket selling by the club
help Valley School has failed. On 23 will be required. The cheque sent for
February 10 members of staff have Emergency Boxes may have been
been invited to join us at the meeting lost. A new cheque will be sent, once
on ‘Coping with life’. A plaque to be the situation is clarified.
installed at the new copse in Bramhall
Park commemorating past members is Club Services & Membership:
being progressed. A presentation of a Membership forms for David
cheque to the Neuromuscular Centre McKeith and Dr Dev are being
is being planned.
provided. A possible new members
evening is being considered for April
Social: The Christmas Dinner made a 20. A meeting with the Speakers Club
profit of ca. £100. The Club’s will take place soon to discuss room
Centennial Dinner may be changed to allocations for meetings.

Whose in charge from June 2005?
At the recent election of Officers for the club, the following were elected
after a close fought, but fair contest, with only a minimal amount of arm
twisting:
President: John Thewlis
Vice President: Gordon Jackson
Treasurer: Tony Burch
Secretary: David Rabone
Congratulations to all – you can count on our support!
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Didn't we do well!
The Christmas Grotto was a huge success. The final figures are not compiled
yet (January 5) but we all agree within a couple of hundred pounds.
TICKETS for 2020 children
GIFT AID
RAFFLE, POND COLLECTION,
WELCOME DESK
TOTAL

£10100
1981
1157
13238

Expenses are around £800, mostly for photographic equipment, so we look to
give the Neuromuscular charity a cheque for around £12500. It shows what
can be done when we use our professional ability to its best effect. It started
in August when Malcolm Hurst made the first of three presentations to Barton
Grange – one of them at 8am. Each presentation had a 'bullet point' folder for
each person and was then followed up by, what most people agree, was the
most professional presentation made to the club.
Michael Lacey very quickly took over the logistics of organising the teams to
follow up on our promises. Michael also held 'Master Classes' at his home on
the use of the camera as that was seen as the danger point. He also attended
almost every session.
To make the Grotto work we needed at least 50 people – we have 36 in the
club. Yet again Rotary Wives came to our rescue, and also daughters, sons,
golfing partners and friends. No one objected to wearing gaudy coats and
crazy hats to make it a special day for the children. We needed 5 people on
each shift. The biggest problem was that almost everyone wanted to give
extra time and on most shifts we were overstaffed.
It would be nice to highlight individual efforts but the overall response was
so magnificent that that would be unfair. We have a few weaknesses that can
be straightened out next year to give an even better return, but I would like to
close this year's Grotto by thanking all concerned, and to ask you to do one
last thing for me.
Please thank all the non-Rotary volunteers and make them aware of the
figures they helped to achieve.
Herb
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Grotto reflections

The relevant calculations are as
follows. There are nearly two billion
children in the world, and excluding
all those from Muslim, Jewish, Hindu
or other cultures where Santa does
not feature, that leaves approximately
600 million in 190 million
households. Father Christmas has the
advantage, when travelling on his
sleigh from West to East across the
globe, of chasing the dawn – which
gives him just 31 hours to visit those
190 million homes. He would thus
have to park the sleigh and get down
the chimney and up again at the rate
of 1390 homes per second.

Didn't we do well! Many
congratulations to all the organisers,
particularly to Herb and Malcolm –
but we mustn't forget all those of us
and our many willing helpers who
collectively made this year's grotto
such a success and great fun.
I was interested to read the following
extract in the Daily Telegraph, which
only goes to show how well our
Santa(s) did:
Regrettably, Santa nowadays rarely
survives the scepticism of the average
five-year old. The material benefits in
the pillowcase are still gratefully
received but the sheer improbability
of the logistics involved in carrying
out his task poses an insuperable
barrier to continuing faith in his
existence.

All I know is that all the kids who
came to our grotto got their presents
just as they did last year (I checked
with a sample to make sure!). As I
remarked at the beginning ……..
didn't we do well?
and I know that the Neuromuscular
Centre would agree with that!

Tsunami collection notes
1. Years ago when selling programmes for Bramhall festival I approached a
chap and said - " Would you care to buy a programmes for Bramhall festival,
sir ?" He replied - " Certainly not - I'm a vagrant".
2. I tend , when someone puts a donation in the tin to say - "That's very British
of you ". This afternoon I did just that to a man who gave a five pound note.
It was a bit gloomy and on looking at him saw that he was from the Indian
continent. He looked at me a bit sideways.
3. Stephen Day was shaking his tin at the precinct entrance. A chap came and
gave me a pound and said -"Who's that chap collecting down there - he looks
familiar ". I said - "That's Stephen Day our ex MP. He hopes to get in again
next time". The chap said with enthusiasm, " Well - he's certainly going about
it the right way!!” He is too !
Anon
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Meeting Reports
two whites (French and South African
–both Chardonnays), two reds (Chile
and South Africa) and a port.

Wine tasting evening 24/11/04
The room was as full as it had ever
been with 22 of us, 6 from Hazel
Grove, 13 from Cheadle, 11 from
Gatley, 3 guests and the speaker - a
grand total of 55 - just a tad short of the
room’s maximum of 60.

A lively question and answer session
followed David’s short talk after the
meal (“why no mention of New
Zealand” “of California” “what about
screw tops” “what makes a wine good”
etc).

Cheadle club, directed by Gilbert their
92-year-old choirmaster, led the Then a dozen or so retired to the bar for
a glass or two of wine! Interestingly
singing of Rotary Grace.
these were all from B&W!
David Yarrow of Yarrow Wines
guided us through a sparkling Italian, Michael
Committee Night - Election of The evening meandered on with
Officers: December 1
committees huddled together, the
giving of reports and nominating
A bolt from the blue descended on the 2005/06 officers interspersed with
Club or was it a coincidence the Flower Pot man, David D (with
electric power cut occurred around permission of Hack Lane TV)
Chanukah (Jewish festival - the bobbing up and down.
miracle of lights). Despite the table Ways and Means.
settings being in disarray, the lady Our prudent Irish Chancellor gave us
chef aka Fanny by Gaslight a detailed Grotto budget and
miraculously produced a selection of reassured us that the Grotto economy
hot meals with sustainable energy. A was within predictions and within his
suggestion to chant Rotary Grace Emerald fiscal rules.
between each dish and keeping our International.
jackets on was made by El President Henry reminded the club about a
– alternative positions for protected regular direct debit with gift aid forms
intercourse!
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to be signed and given to me for
Rotary Foundation funds.
Community Service etc.
A pamphlet was circulated about
sponsoring disabled people on a boat
organised by the Jubilee Sailing Trust.
I heard Lord Nelson mentioned. Is it
Sid D? Help again was needed for
collection
at
Morrisons’
for
Macmillan.
A member put forward Harry Hill as a
nomination, his reply “I couldn’t
arrange a hiccough in the surgery”
–whoops! The induction loop isn’t
tuned in properly.
Club Services.
The diary is fixed until April. Dennis
planned a repeat of last year’s post
Xmas amble.
There are two new members and a few
hopefuls.
Social.
Details of the Xmas Dinner at
Bramhall Golf Club were explained
especially how to get a 10% discount
on drinks. First proposition a bona fide
member with a swipe card and a good
handicap and trap him/her into a
bunker. The member then swings a
chip into the pin and hope for a
satisfactory result.
Future events were mentioned, the
most outstanding was the big ladies
day- out to Chester Races or the big
day-out for ladies--place your bets for
the correct one!

A weekend for the Edinburgh Tattoo
was suggested, even though there is a
tattoo parlour in Hillgate.
Elections.
As a responsible British Rotarian, the
nominations and elections of officers
were the fastest in the North West, 0–3
in 60 seconds despite the illegibility of
the proposer signatures. Please don’t
complain about doctors' writing!
J. Thewlis - President
T. Burch
–Treasurer and poor Gordon Jackson,
a member for five minutes, jumps the
queue to V.P. D. Rabone to continue
as noble Secretary. Well done and
Good Luck to you all.
Finally, in apropos of nothing David
Poizer rendered a spiel on the 2004
Annual Stella Artois Award (USA),
now paraphrased.
“Mr.G. bought a new Motorhome and
on journey along a freeway he set the
cruise control at 70 mph, then went
back to brew tea. The vehicle crashed
and turned over. He sued the company
and was awarded a large sum plus a
new vehicle as the manual didn’t
advise him against leaving the driver’s
seat. The manual has been changed in
case other morons purchased one."
Herb won the raffle and David R.
performed the S of A.
David Rose
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Ronsam Management
Consultants – 8th December

All the staff at the Ladybridge
Residents Club have been gracious
and welcoming hosts this year - and
Chris, together with her young ladies
have really looked after us well at the
dinner table. Our thanks were passed
on to them by President Michael who
liberally distributed flowers and
kisses - following which John Meeus
(Past President) asked for his old job
back!

Despite the lateness of the hour, and
the insobriety of the members, Sam
Kennedy and Ron Malabon set us yet
another cerebral challenge by
imposing upon us a six exercise test
designed to examine our intellectual
skills.
These included lateral
thinking, memory and deduction (a
bit like a school exam really) and we
were divided into teams of 3. My
team immediately went AWOL but
after fierce and noisy competition the
championship ultimately went to
John Mould, Graham Yule and
Gordon Jackson - the swots - but it
was a keenly fought contest in the
main. The "exotic prizes" on offer to
the winners appeared to be pot piggy
banks. Obviously gifts from the Club
Treasurer.
My team were
disappointed, however, as we had put
a special effort in to get the booby
prize. In the event, none was awarded
so we won't work as hard next time!

Dennis Allport handed out his yearend bulletins which as ever were
amusing, topical and full of humour
as we head into the Christmas
festivities (Dennis suggested I add
that paragraph).
Stephen Day gave his usual
consummate
performance
as
Sergeant at Arms. There was simply
no escape. One can imagine what he
was like in the Lobby of the House of
Commons.
Geoff (de Bono) Hunt.

Committees 5th January

Membership : Bob Stevenson
reported that a Prospective New
Members day was planned in March.
The 23rd was suggested but queried
on the basis that this was the 1st week
of the Easter fortnight. (Ed: this is
now fixed for 20 April).

Stephen Rowley was welcomed as a
Guest of the International Committee
to discuss the water filters project
options for the coming year. Bob
Stevenson was subjected to mass
disapprobation at the instigation of
John Mould due to his neither having Kelvin suggested acquiring a sack
paid nor sung for his supper until he full of bulbs for the Memorial Corner
finally succumbed and coughed up. and confirmed that some kind of sign
would be considered, this was not put
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up immediately to avoid encouraging Community Service: 40 shoeboxes
miscreants from pulling up the shrubs were required for Bramhall High
before they were established.
School Collections.
Ways and Means: The Grotto raised
£12,500 in direct contributions for the
Muscular Dystrophy Centre plus
approx £800 in sundry donations and
£1,981 reclaimable via Gift Aid.
Everyone seamed to think the whole
operation was highly successful and
we have been invited back next year.
Harry Hill confessed that he thought
we were all “Barking” when a target
figure of £10,000 was proposed
during Malcolm’s awe inspiring
presentation. Harry was excused the
doghouse for this Lesse’ Majesty out
of residual Christmas bonhomie.
Warning for next years Santas: When
the camera broke down, Santa
Graham V stalled by explaining to
children that Rudolf was a cheeky
Reindeer who used to nick Santa’s
mince pie and leave Santa the carrot if
he, Rudolf, considered Santa was
getting too fat. This caused some
hilarity, but if some of next years
children say they will leave a mince
pie for Rudolf, don’t blow the gaff by
insisting that Rudolf only eats carrots!

Cancer appeals assisted by Rotary
raised £3240 at Tesco in October,
reputedly the highest sum ever raised
in such a collection. Later collection at
Morrisons , Cheadle Heath raised a
further £845.
International: Henry Barker explained
that Friday and Saturday were to be
Disaster Day and had obtained
permission to collect in the Precinct.
Steve Rowley visited to explain
progress on Water Filter Project in
Kenya. 2 new projects set up last year
at Awasi and Simbi at a total cost of
£3,497 and a new project in March
2005 is planned for Eldoret/Langas
expected to cost £2,500. They hope to
be able to branch out into Rwanda in
Summer 2005 as there are major needs
in this country. As they don’t have the
same level of “on the ground”
voluntary assistance as was available
in Kenya this is expected to cost
£5,000 for “ex pat” travel and
supervision costs on top of the £2,500
- £3000 for the equipment and around
£250 for a local care worker. Henry
Barker to discuss in Council whether
we wish to try and fund this £8,000
project in addition to the Africa Hope
and Homes project.

PRO: Stephen mentioned that the
announcement
of
the
grotto
collections would have to be dealt
with sensitively at a time when
everyone else was pre occupied with
Graham Vine
the Pacific disaster collections.
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VP to be tells all on 12th January!
A moderate turnout was welcomed by
President Michael who them
proceeded to abuse our guest before
announcing the sterling efforts of
Henry and team over the previous
weekend had resulted in over £1350
being raised for the Rotary Tsunami
Appeal.
Later,
John
Mould
announced that there were no nonapologies.
After the Loyal Toast, Sid informed
us of his campaign to clean-up the
British media, and how we could join
in through a group called Media
Watch. Sid distributed a leaflet and a
letter to The Times wot he wrote.
The highlight of the evening was a
humorous address by Rtn. Gordon
Jackson outlining his career to date.
Unfortunately, a large portion of it is
not repeatable in a family oriented
periodical such as this. But,
undeterred, and for the benefit of
those who weren’t there, I can offer
some key words and phrases in case
you want to find out more from
someone who was there.

Gordon has always been
interested in engineering and
chemistry, which manifested
in bomb making and the near
destruction of his childhood
home.
• Nut screws washer & bolts.
• David Poizer
vibrators
• Sailors
• Gordon spent some time at
teaching electronics at ICL,
the computer company,
where it turns out we were
both employed at the West
Gorton site at the same time.
Turtle heads, socks, night
porter.
• Gordon then saw which way
the wind was blowing and left
ICL to start lecturing in
vocational
subjects
at
Openshaw College, where he
developed an interest in
Turkey and its people.
• Gordon currently teaches
staff at Tameside Hospital to
use IT.
To round of the evening Bob
Stevenson told a joke, Tony Burch
won the raffle, and Richard Taylor
was Sergeant-at-Arms.
Graham Yule
•

Helpful hint......
Before attempting to remove stubborn stains from a garment
always circle the stain in permanent pen so that when you remove
the garment from the washing machine you can easily locate the
area of the stain and check that it has gone.
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Meeting 19th
Romania

January

2005

- you at all times and he soon realised
why there was always background
music playing if you didn't want your
Reported by a hearing impaired conversation recorded. He went again
shortly after the fall of Ceausecu and
member (one of several).
found little had changed. Although
President Michael started proceedings things have now improved it is taking
by reading a different Grace. time for the population to show the
(Unfortunately Michael, I was not initiatives and hard work that are
alone in not being able to hear what needed if they want to benefit from a
more capitalist lifestyle.
you said).
21 members, a guest (Dr. Dev) and
the speaker, tucked into a spicy
mulligatawny soup and large portions
of steak and kidney pie.

Dennis Allport gave a vote of thanks,
remarking how similar it was to our
experiences of going to Plonsk,
particularly the "honeypots" on offer.

We reconvened after coffee to listen
to Dr. Gary Hambleton describe his
experiences of cultural exchange
visits to Romania. Dr Hambleton, a
retired paediatrician (useful things
spell checkers), long time friend of
Alan Newsome and previous visitor
to the club, first went to Romania in
1989
when
Ceausecu
(pity
spellcheckers don't include proper
nouns) was still in charge. The
infrastructure was there but it was all
very run down and the hospitals were
1930s style. "Big brother" watched

The officers and committee chairman
had little to say apart from Henry
Barker who reported the Tsunami
collection had now reached over
£1200 - and this excluded doctor
Harry's pail.
Dr.Hambleton picked his own raffle
ticket and Herb levied fines. VicePresident John let Herb finish before
he told the year's weakest joke about
potatoes.
Bob Batty

Helpful hint...
Olympic athletes. Conceal the fact that you have taken
performance enhancing drugs by simply running a little
slower and letting someone else win.
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What were we doing?

brought Christmas cheer to the
Precinct. (Yes we did have pictures in
the bulletin before the digital age!).

15 years ago -Jan /Feb 1990
President Douglas Murphy had
enjoyed both the Beaujolais supper
and the Christmas Party with
entertainment written by our "new
librettist" ably assisted by "his
talented wardrobe mistress". We also
had an excellent President's Night at
the "19th hole of the Adlington Golf
Club" although his plus-fours didn't
fit.

Finally there were congratulations to
Rob and Denise Moulton on the birth
of their daughter Katy.

Roy's Race Night had raised £1000,
which with grants from Rotary
Foundation
and
Overseas
Development Agency , had enabled
us to commit £4000 to a Wateraid
project near Calcutta

This was the first year of the Grotto.
Jack Carson won a competition
recognising Bill Middlehurst as FC
because he hadn't taken his welding
goggles off.

10 years ago -Jan/Feb 1995
President Kelvin was enjoying his
year having beaten John Mould and
Tony Burch in a golf challenge
(playing one against 2?).

There was a plea to visit Ralph in
We had a visit to Capenhurst with no Hospital and we said goodbye to
ill-effects and three Edwardian Hugh Thompson with the gift of a
Gentlemen. their Ladies and a horse station for his model railway layout.

Miracles do happen! Our plaque on the Millennium Bridge in
Bramhall Park.
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Were you there to see....

MacMichael of Dunnothing

MacBurch of Dunroaming

Someone found wandering

The piper MacBurch

The Christmas walkers
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Palindromes
Go deliver a dare, vile dog!
Madam, in Eden I'm Adam.
Do geese see God?
Murder for a jar of red rum.
Never odd or even.
Dogma: I am God.
Norma is as selfless as I am, Ron,
Some men interpret nine memos.
Are we not drawn onward, we few, drawn onward to new era?
Able was I, ere I saw Elba.
Too bad – I hid a boot.
A man, a plan, a canal; Panama

Anyone know any longer ones?

Phrase translations for those visiting China
Are you harbouring a fugitive? Hu Yu Hai Ding?
See me A.S.A.P. - Kum Hia Nao
Stupid Man - Dum Gai
Small Horse - Tai Ni Po Ni
Your price is too high!!! - No Bai Dam Thing!!
Did you go to the beach? - Wai Yu So Tan
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A pregnant Irish woman falls into a coma after a car crash. After a year she
wakes up to find she’s given birth to twins, a boy and a girl. ‘Where are
they?’ She asks. ‘It’s all right,’ says the doctor, ‘your brother came and took
them. He’s had them baptised and everything.’ ‘Oh, no, not my brother,’
says the woman. ‘He’s such an idiot. What did he call them?’ ‘Well, he
named your daughter Denise...’ Says the doctor. ‘Oh, that’s nice,’ says the
mother, ‘...and he called your son Denephew.’

What’s harder than getting an elephant in the back seat of your car? Getting
a pregnant elephant in the back seat of your car. What’s harder than getting
a pregnant elephant in the back seat of your car? Getting an elephant
pregnant in the back seat of your car.

The headmistress of a girls school asks the local vicar to give her pupils a
talk on Christianity and sex. The vicar is happy to do this but doesn’t want
to upset his prudish wife so he tells her he’ll be giving the girls a talk on
sailing. A week later the headmistress meets the vicar’s wife in the street and
tells her what a good talk her husband gave. ‘I can’t imagine it was that
good,’ says the wife. ‘He’s only ever done it twice. The first time he was
sick, and the second time his hat blew off.’

A man walks into a bar and orders a drink, then discovers he has to go to the
gents. To stop anyone stealing his drink he puts a note on it saying, ‘I spat
in this beer’ When he returns he finds another note saying, ‘So did I!’
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Diary
*January 26
February 2
*February 9
February 16
*February 23
March 2
March 9
March 11
March 16
*March 23
March 30
April 6
April 13
April 14-17
*April 20
April 27
May 4
May 11
*May 18
May 25
June 1
*June 8
*June 15
*June 22
*June 29
July 3
*July 6
*July 13

PDG Derek de Belder: Foundation
Committee night
Lorna Green, Travels with a lump hammer
Grotto revisited, Malcolm and Herb
‘Coping with life’, (John Sykes)
Committee night
No meeting (President’s Night on 11 March)
President’s Night at Adlington Hall
Poizer/Rabone
Scatter night/week
No meeting (Easter Week & 5th Wednesday)
Committee night
Rose/Sheard
National Conference in Manchester
New members evening
Annual General Meeting (to be confirmed)
Committees
Sheppard/Stevenson
Sykes/Taylor
Club Services
Committees
Thewlis/Vine
Yule/Barker
Batty/Boyes
Club Assembly and Handover (to be confirmed)
End of year barbecue at Michael and Pam’s home
Committees
Burch/Davies

Please note that the programme above is subject to change. Please
keep Dennis Allport and David Poizer informed of intended speakers
or visits.
* indicates that we will have the function room.
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Job rota
Date

Speaker host Bulletin

February 2
February 9
February 16
February 23
March 2
March 9
March 16
March 23
March 30
April 6
April 13
April 20
April 27
May 4
May 11
May 18
May 25
June 1
June 8

Committees
S Day
H Hill
N Hogben
M Hurst
G Jackson
S Kennedy
J Meeus
Committees
A Newsome
No meeting - President's Night
D Rabone
D Rose
J Sheard
T Sheppard
No meeting - 5th Wednesday
Committees
R Taylor
J Thewlis
G Vine
Boyes
Allport
AGM
Burch
Committees
Davies
Death
Dewhurst
Hogben
Holme
Hurst
Kennedy
Committees
Malabon
Meeus
Mould

S at A
D Dewhurst
G Hunt
R Malabon
M McLeod
J Mould
11 March
D Poizer
B Stevenson
J Sykes
G Yule
Barker
Batty
Day
Hill
Hunt
Jackson
McLeod
Newsome

If you cannot attend, please find a replacement!
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BLIND RUN
Mrs Joan Kuroski, 13 Hulme Hall Cres., Cheadle Hulme
Tel: 485 6729
Pick up 7.00 pm
Bernard Sharp, 6 Woodbury Rd., Birdhall Lane, Cheadle Hulme
Tel: 428 6506
Pick up 7.20 pm
Mrs Dorothy Birch, 53 Mill Lane, Woodley
Tel: 355 3252
Pick up 7.00 pm
Mrs Joan Goodall, 3 Poise Brook Drive, Offerton
Tel: 456 2076
Pick up 7.15 pm
Mrs Edith Fidler, 18 Old Hall Drive, Offerton
Tel: 483 2286
Pick up 7.15 pm

Make sure that you know where to find them. Ring up Sunday or Monday to
check that your passengers still need a lift. If you can’t get through, go round
anyway at the appointed time. Let Geoff Hunt know if you get stuck. Please
swap with someone if you can’t do your appointed run. During holiday
periods, Walthew House may be closed. Cancellations will be announced at
club meetings.
Note that Phyllis Bell no longer goes to Walthew House on Tuesday evenings.
February 1
February 8
February 15
February 22
March 1
March 8
March 15
March 22
March 29
April 5
April 12
April 19
April 26
May 3
May 10
May 17
May 24
May 31

S Day
D Dewhurst
N Hogben
G Hunt
G Jackson
M Lacey
J Meeus
A Newsome
D Rabone
J Sheard
B Stevenson
G Vine
D Allport
B Batty
T Burch
S Day
D Dewhurst
N Hogben
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K Death
H Hill
J Holme
M Hurst
S Kennedy
R Malabon
J Mould
D Poizer
D Rose
T Sheppard
J Sykes
G Yule
H Barker
H Boyes
S Davies
K Death
H Hill
G Hunt

Celebrate in Rotary

Meal Apologies
Don’t forget that all meal apologies must be made either
by phoning 07005 964 624
or
emailing to
Apologies@bramhall-woodford-rotary.org.uk
before midday on Tuesday
We meet at the the Ladybridge Park Resident’s Club,
Edenbridge Road, Cheadle Hulme.

Please send all copy for the bulletin to Dennis Allport, preferably
as an attachment to an e-mail in Rich Text Format (not Word) more resistant to virus attack.
dennis-allport@supanet.com
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